Fluctuation test for two-stage mutations: application to gene amplification.
The determination of mutation rates is an important experimental procedure for characterizing mutation processes. The accepted method of determining mutation rates, the fluctuation test, was introduced by Luria and Delbrück in 1943. Since then it has been applied to various microorganisms and cells. The Luria-Delbrück test is based on a restrictive hypothesis of mutations being due to single irreversible events. However, some inherited changes in phenotype, like gene amplification, may be due to two or more genetic changes, some of which may be reversible. The Luria-Delbrück model of mutation was compared to other models which included reversibility and more than one mutation stage. The Luria-Delbrück model has been confirmed to be consistent with the original bacteriophage resistance data. However, for gene amplification this model gives incompatible estimates of mutation rates by the P0 and r methods. Relaxing the hypotheses of the single-stage models did not improve the fit. In contrast, a two-stage reversible model provided a fit. Analysis of gene amplification data by the two-stage reversible model provides new information, including estimates of rates for each of the two forward stages and of the reverse step.